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DRUG DISCOVERY

Our custom molecular and therapeutic targeted arrays have proven effective on hard-

to-hit targets, offering new solutions where traditional approaches have failed. We

offer full hit-to-lead follow up services.

MORE INFORMATION
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COSMETICS

Our peptide library offers many ways to achieve commercially valuable effectiveness

in cosmetics and cosmeceuticals, providing a high degree of control and risk

reduction.

MORE INFORMATION
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CROP PROTECTION

Naturally evolved peptides are proving effective against insect pests as well as other

pest organisms, offering alternatives to traditional approaches

MORE INFORMATION

WHY ARE VENOMS USEFUL IN DRUG

DISCOVERY?

Animal venoms have not evolved to cure our diseases. The
targets that venoms have evolved to hit in their prey have also
evolved in humans and are highly conserved. As an example, a
Na+ ion channel vital for insect life has also evolved in humans

but is involved in pain transmission. A venom that evolved to kill
insects can therefore have potential as a therapeutic agent in
treating pain in humans. Many venoms have actions on their

prey that are desirable for treating speci�c diseases, e.g. snake
venoms that lower blood pressure will have potential in treating
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LATEST
NEWS

MORE NEWS

SCORPION VENOM INSPIRES VENOMTECH TO DESIGN BIOMIMETIC PEPTIDE

FOR ANTIWRINKLE COSMETIC ACTIVE. AT VENOMTECH WE HAVE A UNIQUE

https://venomtech.co.uk/news/press_releases/
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EXPERTISE...

WHEN DR. FUCHS COSMETICS NEEDED A POWERFUL NEW PEPTIDE TO

COMPLEMENT THEIR COSMETIC PORTFOLIO THEY WERE INSPIRED BY THE...
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

SCIENCE EXCHANGE

PUBLICATIONS

FAQS
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SUBSCRIBE TO OUR NEWSLETTER

Enter your email here

CONNECT WITH US

+44 (0) 1304 892694

SOCIAL NEWS

Latest news delivered across social networks!
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